Abstract-Recently, evolutionary computing is gaining more interest from software engineering community for using it to solve various types of related problems. The software metrics selection problem is among the problems implemented using this technique. For the problem to be implemented using this method, the initial process called representation should be established. Currently, the conversion of the problem into binary representation is done using human experts. However, experts' opinions in categorizing the defect and non-defect prone classes into bits are always questionable due to human weakness. This paper presents metrics thresholds encoding algorithm as an alternative to replace human experts in developing problem representation. Algorithm was tested to metric selection problem using Genetic Algorithm and the results obtained are promising.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic algorithm (GA) is the most used evolutionary computation for solving exhaustive problems in software engineering [1] . Among the extensive search problem of this type is software metrics selection done by [2] . He used GA method to propose the model for selecting the best software metrics in predicting software maintainability. It is known that for the problem to be solved by GA, the conversion of the problem into specific format is basic requirement [3] . This representation process determines the efficiency and accuracy of the final model. In this practice the appearance, behavior and physical qualities of individuals can be encoded into binary format [4] .
In the GA problem by [4] , software engineering experts were used to categorize defect and non-defect classes into binary digits. However, the study provides interesting results, but the use of expert opinions at the base stage of his GA model was entrusted. Like many other previous works which were based on human involvement, subjective strategies experienced a lot of criticisms. Among the critical argument is the nature of human decisions in the ranking process where decisions depend on what is in the mind of the people at the particular time [5] - [8] .
This paper presents software metrics thresholds encoding algorithm as alternative to human experts at the presentation phase of the GA. This algorithm proposed as an empirical technique in opposing the current experts' opinions for the Evolutionary algorithms (EA) chromosome formulation. The algorithm was evaluated and validated by applying the technique to the practical model. The model was the initial implementation of GA software metrics selection model aimed to predict the software maintainability. The promising results of the final GA model are intuition toward other evolutionary computation methods. The final developed model was compared with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and software metrics suite to evaluate its performance. In addition, the model used two different case studies to get more clarification.
II. EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION REPRESENTATION
Any problem that is intended to be implemented using Evolutionary algorithms should pass the modification stage to make it appropriate for manipulation. This initial stage determines the quality of the final output of an algorithm. Many practitioners have acknowledged the potentiality of this stage in providing quality results of the final model. Reference [9] found a direct impact of problem representation toward the performances of intelligent systems. Similarly, [10] found the effect of representation as an important thing that can affect the search-based algorithms in software engineering. They cautioned that the mis-interpretation of the problem at this stage may lead to low performances of the final model being implemented. They also advised that the problem intended to be implemented using the GA should pass the appropriate modification stage to make it appropriate for manipulation. Thus, [9] found a direct impact of problem representation in the performance of intelligent systems, whereas [10] found the effect of representation stage in the search algorithms.
In this study, the problem used binary conversion which conforms to the GA context [4] . The list of individual entities in the problem domain is interpreted as series of bits called chromosomes. This method of encoding the genes into binary is simpler and most accurate, and it simplifies the crossover and mutation operations. Other representation processes like value encoding, and tree encoding are also used, but the The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents state-of-art of the evolutionary computation, specifically the representation phase. Section III presents the proposed algorithm. Section IV presents evaluation and validation of the algorithm. Results and discussions of the study are provided in Section V, and concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
binary-based encoding has been acknowledged to have more impact in GA [4] .
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Algorithms are introduced in software engineering for solving complex problem faster and accurately. In this study, we introduced binary encoding algorithm for the Genetic algorithm representation. Algorithm was used in the conversion process of the software metrics values from the software classes into the binary format. Previously, the practice was done by the software engineering experts who classified error and non-error prone classes into bits. The proposed algorithm is illustrated in the script below.
Given the metric value λ and the metric threshold t, then the binary will prompt the user to enter metric value λ
The flow chart in Fig. 1 shows the conceptual modeling of the algorithm. The process starts with the user entering the metrics values collected from the class. The values are then compared with the threshold for the metric concerned, which will give the binary values based on the quality design of the property measured by the metric. 
IV. EVALUATION AND VALIDATION
We employed the proposed algorithm in the encoding technique for the GA representation in software metrics selection model for predicting software maintainability. The metrics selected was evaluated using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). LDA is a statistical technique used to calculate the classification performance of the three top most effective metrics selected by the GA. The following expression illustrates the relationship between the recall and precision in calculating the performance measurements of the selected metrics.
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The LDA is used as a classifier in machine learning to find a linear combination of features. The methods used precision and recall to determine the performance measurement of the phenomena. In this case, the GA model was validated by comparing with other traditional classification models. The traditional techniques were software metrics suite and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The model was then replicated to another software product as the representative for the unseen case.
The study was also utilizing statistical analysis to find the significance of the results. ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) was used to compare means of performance among different methods of metrics selection models. The treatment means with significance difference were then separated by Tukey's SR (HSD) [11] Test. Analyses were performed using Statistical analysis software (SAS 9.3).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The paper intended to presents the proposed software metrics encoding algorithm for the GA representation. This algorithm was used in the representation phase of the proposed GA software metrics selection model for predicting software maintainability. The motive behind the introduction of this encoding algorithm is to reduce the human involvement in models development in combating the criticisms of subjective opinions in the development of models. This algorithm facilitates the quick availability of GA chromosomes without human involvement. In the first case where Geotool software was used, the algorithm seemed to give interesting results. The GA was found to have noteworthy performance over the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and the software metrics suite. The classification performances were 92%, 88%, and 82% Fig. 2 shows the classification performances for three different classification models. The same scenario was replicated using another case, and similar results were observed. In the second dataset called Geoserver, the metrics selection performance for the GA counts was 90%, whereas for the PCA was 89%, and for the CK suite was 79%. Fig. 3 shows the performances for the metrics selected to predict Geoserver software systems maintainability. Again, the results followed the similar trend. In terms of spotlighting a broad-spectrum of the results presented, the two assistant techniques showed different results in terms of overall selection performance. Fig. 4 shows the trends of the techniques for the two datasets used. The performances of the three methods were also validated using statistical analysis. The study used Statistical analysis software (SAS) for two specific aims. The first aim was to investigate the distribution for the selection performance among two treatments. Fig. 5 represents the distribution mean for the three classification methods.
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The second aim was to compare the result of classification performance in the two treatments; Geotool and Geoserver. The outcome is presented in Fig. 6 . The figure shows the selection performance mean for the three software metrics selection models in both treatments. Significant difference was observed among the different software (F= 26.92, P=0.01). According to results, the mean of GA and PCA were significantly higher than CK, however, the difference was observed between GA and PCA was insignificant. The mean number of GA, PCA and CK were (0.91338 ± 0.00647), (0.88694 ± 0.00290) and (0.81351± 0.01575) respectively.
The results are promising. The algorithm has not only introduced the encoding strategy and technique that eradicate human dependent in model development, but also the technique that is more efficient and promising. The results proved that the algorithm is applicable in different classification methods and in using unseen datasets. In addition, practitioners can use this algorithm in other evolutionary computations as representation is mandatory in any EC problem.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This article increases our understanding on how evolutionary algorithms, particularly, GA could assist in solving various software engineering problems. The threshold method was presented to replace human expertise to encode problem representation in metrics selection problem. The threshold method provides more accurate values compared with human judgment thus yielding better prediction results for metrics selection model. Our future plan is to further investigate the practicality of metrics thresholds for different types of software engineering problem.
